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Letter From the Editor

Dear Readers!
You received the first issue of 2021 of the Russian Electronic
Journal of Radiology (Volume 11, No1, 2021). Despite the improvement
in the epidemiological situation in our country, the COVID-19 pandemic caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus continues world wildly. In this regard, we continue the section for articles devoted to radiological diagnostics of COVID-associated lung lesions. There are reports that many
patients, who have had this disease in varying degrees of severity now
have delayed complications ("Post-COVID syndrom"). In most cases radiologists, at a different extent, are facing with the manifestations of
these complications. Therefore such materials, we believe, will be helpful to practical doctors who work with patients in infectious diseases
wards and monitor patients after recovery and discharge from the hospital. This issue contains two articles on this topic.
And, of course, the issue contains many diverse original articles
(11), one lecture, three scientific reviews and 6 clinical cases.
Despite the difficult times, we continue intensive work on the issues of the Russian Electronic Journal of Radiology and will be glad to
receive your feedback on the journal, articles and other materials that
help doctors in clinical work.
At the same time, it should be noted that the number of papers
rejected from publication and the number of papers that not submitted
according to the rules of the journal has increased dramatically. This
creates a very serious additional burden on the editorial board and reviewers and leads to a delay in publication. We kindly ask the authors
to follow the rules of the journal when preparing scientific articles for
our journal (http://www.rejr.ru/avtoram/avtoram.html).
I wish you all good health and great professional success for the
benefit of our patients!
Sincerely,
Chief Editor
Sergey Ternovoy.
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